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Media release: Allianz launches powerful, 

new dashboard tracking transition pathways 

to Net Zero  
 

• Allianz SAMEpath plots the emission reductions and investments needed to 

achieve commitments made by countries under the 2015 Paris Agreement  

• The dashboard charts the economic developments and potential transition 

risks for sectors and economies in different climate scenarios 

• SAMEpath harmonizes existing models and scenarios into one convenient, 

quick reference tool 

 

 

Munich, January 29, 2024 
 
With the world moving ever closer to the 2050 deadline to achieve Net Zero, Allianz has launched a 
tool that outlines how the green transition can be achieved within the shrinking timeframe. The tool 
from Allianz Research provides granular analysis of the transition pathway needed for more than 50 
industries worldwide. 
 
The Allianz SAMEpath tool charts the required emission reductions and associated investments 
needed to achieve the 1.5oC Net Zero commitments made by countries under the 2015 Paris 
Agreement. SAMEpath also examines the energy mix and how the speed of implementation can vary 
by region, country and sector. 
 
“The purpose of  Allianz is that ‘We secure your future,’” says Ludovic Subran, Chief Economist at 
Allianz SE. “We take that seriously and are supporting our stakeholders as best as possible in their 
efforts to achieve their Net Zero targets. SAMEpath is part of that commitment as it can form the 
basis for investment and underwriting decisions worldwide.” 
 
SAMEpath (the abbreviation for Sector Assessment of Multiple Emissions pathways) informs 
stakeholders and the general public about economic developments and potential transition risks for 
sectors and economies in different climate scenarios. This includes reaching the 1.5oC Net Zero 
target, remaining below a 2oC increase in global warming and the massive overshoot embedded in 
current policies. 
 
The SAMEpath dashboard harmonizes many of the existing analyses on climate scenarios. It 
enhances this with own calculations to provide more details on economic developments and climate 
transition risks. 
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One dashboard to simplify them all 
 
“After the Paris Agreement, the thinking was that the world needed a simple Google Maps-like tool 
to orient us on reducing greenhouse gases (GHG),” explains Subran. “Unfortunately, there is an 
almost unmanageable number of models and scenarios now. SAMEpath simplifies this into one tool 
that can inform users where we are, how we can reach Net Zero from here and do so given the 
situation.” 
 
Users of SAMEpath can conduct customized data searches to display and download data on a 
requested variable, region and/or scenario. With it, they can, for example, quickly find the GHG 
emissions of the United States in different climate scenarios up until 2050 and beyond. The 
dashboard also contains a geographical map allowing users to compare different countries for a 
given variable, scenario and year combination.  
 
The Risk Assessment portion of the dashboard enables users to identify climate transition risks in 
different scenarios and for various sectors and the economy as a whole. Here users can observe the 
predicted impact of each transition scenario on the final sector demand of a given country. The 
Abatement Cost Curves subsection explores the relationship between emission reductions (overall 
or in a given industry) and the associated carbon price required to achieve those reductions.  
 
"SAMEpath is a living tool,” says Subran. "It's open source, free and ready for integration into 
projects and provides a valuable outside-in perspective that can help to inform long-term business 
decisions and investments.” 
 
Allianz SAMEpath can be found here: https://samepath.shinyapps.io/samepath 

 
 

Contact person for queries:  
  

Lorenz Weimann Tel. +49 89 3800 16891 E-Mail: lorenz.weimann@allianz.com 

 

 

About Allianz 

The Allianz Group is one of the world's leading insurers and asset managers with more than 122 million* private and 

corporate customers in more than 70 countries. Allianz customers benefit from a broad range of personal and corporate 

insurance services, ranging from property, life and health insurance to assistance services to credit insurance and global 

business insurance. Allianz is one of the world’s largest investors, managing around 706 billion euros** on behalf of its 

insurance customers. Furthermore, our asset managers PIMCO and Allianz Global Investors manage about 1.7 trillion euros** 

of third-party assets. Thanks to our systematic integration of ecological and social criteria in our business processes and 

investment decisions, we are among the leaders in the insurance industry in the Dow Jones Sustainability Index. In 2022, 

over 159,000 employees achieved total revenues of 152.7 billion euros and an operating profit of 14.2 billion euros for the 

group***. 

 

* Including non-consolidated entities with Allianz customers. 

** As of September 30, 2023. 

*** As reported – not adjusted to reflect the application of IFRS 9 and IFRS 17. 

 

These assessments are, as always, subject to the disclaimer provided below. 

 

Corporate Disclosures Information: Corporate disclosures (allianz.com) 

https://samepath.shinyapps.io/samepath
mailto:lorenz.weimann@allianz.com
https://www.allianz.com/en/corporate-disclosures.html
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Cautionary note regarding forward-looking statements 

This document includes forward-looking statements, such as prospects or expectations, that are based on management's 

current views and assumptions and subject to known and unknown risks and uncertainties. Actual results, performance 

figures, or events may differ significantly from those expressed or implied in such forward-looking statements. 

 

Deviations may arise due to changes in factors including, but not limited to, the following: (i) the general economic and 

competitive situation in the Allianz’s core business and core markets, (ii) the performance of financial markets (in particular 

market volatility, liquidity, and credit events), (iii) adverse publicity, regulatory actions or litigation with respect to the Allianz 

Group, other well-known companies and the financial services industry generally, (iv) the frequency and severity of insured 

loss events, including those resulting from natural catastrophes, and the development of loss expenses, (v) mortality and 

morbidity levels and trends, (vi) persistency levels, (vii) the extent of credit defaults, (viii) interest rate levels, (ix) currency 

exchange rates, most notably the EUR/USD exchange rate, (x) changes in laws and regulations, including tax regulations, (xi) 

the impact of acquisitions including and related integration issues and reorganization measures, and (xii) the general 

competitive conditions that, in each individual case, apply at a local, regional, national, and/or global level. Many of these 

changes can be exacerbated by terrorist activities. 

 

No duty to update 

Allianz assumes no obligation to update any information or forward-looking statement contained herein, save for any 

information we are required to disclose by law. 

 

Privacy Note 

Allianz SE is committed to protecting your personal data. Find out more in our privacy statement. 

https://www.allianz.com/en/privacy-statement.html

